Security Role-to-Position Mapping: Security Role Mapping Sprint (Workflow Control & Approvals) has nearly reached its goal of mapping Oracle roles to Workday Finance roles. The roles identified by mappers across UVA will be used to inform training and can be edited up until and after go-live. Find out more here.

User Experience Review: UER gives an overview of specifically selected scenarios in Workday Finance. This review provides system exposure and enables the FST team to gather valuable feedback and data to inform training development. Read about the UER sessions here.

Training Update: The Training Team is ensuring stakeholders are exposed to the big picture to help provide valuable perspective on the system. In doing this, the nuances are better understood and make for a smoother transition. Find out more about the training process here.

Other updates
A Glimpse at Cutover, Adaptive Planning Update, and System Remediation Network

Reporting & Analytics
The Reporting & Analytics workstream has been working hard to get necessary reporting functionalities ready for go-live. On the Workday front, they have developed more than 200 custom reports. They will address another 75 reporting user stories before July 1st. These numbers will continue to fluctuate as feedback is received from End-to-End Testing and User Experience Reviews. Learn more on the blog.